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Abstract: Negative Pressure Wound Therapy (NWPT) has been successfully used in treating acute and chronic wound by promoting wound healing. Many medical techniques like NPWT are available in this world but not approachable for many patients due to high in cost and lack of devices. In order for most of the patients accessible to NPWT, an inexpensive NPWT system is explored in this study. Aim of this work is to design a prototype of NPWT system that can generate negative pressure and the negative pressure can be regulated within the range. A NPWT system consists of vacuum pump, drainage tube, wound dressing, fluid collecting canister and adhesive film dressing. In this study, a miniature vacuum pump, canister and Arduino microcontroller were used in order to build up a functional NPWT system. The system has been designed to supply negative pressure from 0 mmHg to 200mmHg and negative pressure which can be controlled. To sum up, this system is able to function according to the require specification and suitable for home healthcare wound healing device with safety precaution implement and system stabilization is improved in future.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic suction method of negative pressure therapy used for treatment originated from the cupping therapy which has been used in China for thousand years (Cao et al., 2010). Cupping therapy is used to cure the diseases by circulating the blood flow was recorded earliest in Bo Shu (an ancient book written on silk) which was discovered in an ancient tomb of the Han Dynasty in 1973 (Chirali, 1999). In 1908’s, Bier’s Hyperemic Treatment using vacuum suction apparatus and method was introduced (Meyer et al., 1908). Since then, the technique of using Negative Pressure Wound Therapy (NPWT) has been triggered and began to draw attentions of many researchers. The more advanced use of NPWT has been studied by Chariker and Fleischmann in late 1980’s and early 1990’s (Chariker et al., 1989; Fleischmann et al., 1996). The method of using NPWT for open wounds arose in Germany and United States and has been widely spread throughout Europe, North America and other parts of the world. Normally equivalent words used for NPWT are Vacuum Assisted Closure (VAC) therapy, vacuum therapy, vacuum sealing therapy, topical negative pressure therapy and sub-atmospheric pressure therapy. Nowadays, NPWT has become a vitally important part of modern wound treatment and is implemented in most of the surgical discipline (general surgery (Baharestani and Gabriel, 2011), gynaecologic surgery (Altman et al., 2011), plastic surgery (Scherer et al., 2002), orthopaedic surgery (Bollero et al., 2007), thoracic surgery (Sjögren et al., 2005), trauma surgery (Kaplan et al., 2009) and pediatric surgery (Gutierrez and Gollin, 2012) throughout the world. Treatments of acute, chronic and complex wounds routinely have been using NPWT in hospitals. NPWT became commercially available in the 1990s and the market significantly expands into both United State and international healthcare systems. There are many products of NPWT are being fabricated by manufacturers and various kinds of devices like Stand Alone NPWT Devices, Portable NPWT Devices and NPWT Disposable Devices are being rented or sold to consumers. The NPWT devices in the market are high in cost. Based on McGill University Health Centre (MUHC), the average cost of NPWT in fiscal year 2009 to 2010 was US$36.30 per treatment day or US$254.13 per week. The NWPT product of KCI Company is cost US$20-30 per day for rental and available for purchase that cost about RM70000 per unit in Malaysia. The demand of using NPWT has been raised for promoting wounds healing in hospital due to the increase in the number of
diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and peripheral vascular diseases and caused the NPWT devices inaccessible for most of the patients who need the NPWT. In addition, the price of NPWT device is high in market give rise to hospital inability to supply the treatment for most of users and the cost of therapy is also much costly that cause middle or low income family unable to receive the therapy. The concept of Physics mechanics has been applied in NPWT by controlling the sub-atmospheric pressure that induces mechanical stress to tissues. The division of cells (Mitosis) is stimulated, new blood vessels are grown and the wound is drawn closed (Lizarov, 1989). The level of pressure to the wounded tissue is small, but when whole parts of the wound press in an effort to close toward the center point, the effect of negative pressure becomes impressive and results in faster healing and resolution. NWPT aids in wound healing by increasing blood flow rate at wound, promoting the growth of granulation tissue, providing a humid, shielded surrounding, decreasing interstitial oedema, contracting wound edges and reducing bacterial and infectious. There are various types of settings of negative pressure device and wound fillers are well established but there are no strong evidences to prove the optimise magnitude for negative pressure and the most beneficent of wound filters used. The range of negative pressure from 0 mmHg to more than 200 mmHg that give impact to the effectiveness of wound healing has been used to study for many years ago. Most of the commercial NPWT device has the default pressure setting of -125 mmHg. The earlier wound control and treatment has been studied by researcher and found out for the -125 mmHg pressure setting was significantly enhance the growth of granulation tissue (Morykwas et al., 1997). Another study determined the granulation tissue formation at the pressure level of -25, -125 and -500 mmHg have been discovered that -125 mmHg is the optimal pressure to be used as effective therapeutic pressure level (Morykwas et al., 2001). There were no effects were seen at -25 mmHg and detrimental effects at -500 mmHg on granulation tissue. The advocated therapeutic range of NPWT from -40 mmHg to -150 mmHg can be beneficial (Malmsjö et al., 2012). Basically there are three types of mode delivery of negative pressure between continuous, intermittent and variable. In some vivo studies, the intermittent and variable NPWT showed greater result in wound contraction and formation of more granulation tissue than continuous NPWT (Malmsjö et al., 2012; Borgquist et al., 2010). In addition, both intermittent and variable NPWT increase the blood flow rate that known to facilitate oxygenation and nutrient supply, but there are no much different in results between intermittent and variable NWPT. Consequently, intermittent NPWT is unpopular than it used to be because it causes patient discomfort. Thus, variable NWPT may be superior to be used as it provides smooth cycling between two different levels of negative pressure (Borgquist et al., 2010). Therefore, in this study, a low cost NPWT system is being design that can be functioned according to the beneficial negative pressure range.

**METHODOLOGY**

This section describes the overview of the NPWT system alongside its specifications. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of NPWT system design with consisting of vacuum pump, Arduino microcontroller board, pressure sensor, fluid collection canister and drainage tube. The negative pressure is generated via the vacuum pump which is connected to fluid collecting canister with drainage tube. The negative pressure is generated via the vacuum pump which is connected to fluid collecting canister with drainage tube. The vacuum pump can supply negative pressure up to -600 mmHg or -80 kpa which is higher than the design specification of -200 mmHg with objective to give an adequate negative pressure supply.

The value of negative pressure is controlled through pressure sensor and Arduino board, so that a desired level of negative pressure is obtained. By varying the speed of motor pump using analog output Arduino board of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) can generate different level of negative pressure. The negative pressure generated by vacuum pump was tested. Vacuum pump was controlled using PWM Arduino microcontroller board and negative pressure generated was detected using pressure sensor. PWM

---

**Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of NPWT system**
Fig. 2: Block diagram of NPWT system

Fig. 3: NPWT system with negative pressure generated

signal turning a digital output line on and off that produced duty cycle to control the output power level which supplied to the vacuum motor pump. The pressure sensor is used to detect the negative pressure level supplied by vacuum pump in order to regulate the negative pressure to the desired value. Besides that, the fluid collecting canister used should able to withstand the negative pressure within the range for maximum durability. There is also a ball float design inside the canister to prevent overflow of fluids into the vacuum pump.

Figure 2 illustrates the NPWT control system by using Arduino Uno microcontroller board to control the speed of dc motor vacuum pump. The vacuum pump will generate negative pressure to the wound. If the pressure level is not in the range of the value set, the pressure sensor will detect the current value and send signal to the Arduino Uno and regulate back the negative pressure level that set at the beginning by increasing or decreasing the speed of motor pump. The negative pressure values will display on the LCD screen.

Figure 3 shows the NPWT is being set up and negative pressure generated by vacuum pump is being measured. In this study, different levels of negative pressure generated were tested and control within a range of value was recorded. The cost of the hardware that used to build up this system was being calculated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the results for the negative pressure generated with varying PVM. Figure 4 showed that the different level of negative pressure generated by vacuum pump when varying the PWM to change the speed of motor. From the graph above, it indicated that the negative pressure was not linearly changed with altering the PWM. The negative pressure level increased exponentially when PWM changed from 140 to 250 or voltage supplied from 5.8V to 10.3V. The -75 and -125 mmHg of negative pressure can be reached when the PWM adjusted to 175 and 208 respectively. There was 2.5V of voltage drop within the motor driver circuit which used to drive the vacuum pump. This caused the vacuum pump unable to generate negative pressure linearly with speed change.

The negative pressure generated by vacuum pump was tested. Vacuum pump was controlled using PWM Arduino microcontroller board and negative pressure generated was detected using pressure sensor. PWM signal turning a digital output line on and off that produced duty cycle to control the output power level which supplied to the vacuum motor pump. The equation used to calculate the output power generated to run the motor pump was $V_{output} = \frac{PWM}{255} \times V_{source}$.

Table 1 shows the negative pressure measurement different between analog vacuum gauge and pressure sensor. There was averaging of -6 Kpa different of negative pressure detected by pressure sensor comparing with vacuum gauge at the same time.
Besides that, the negative pressure generated will not fix exactly to a value, it vary within the range of ±3 mmHg which detected by pressure sensor. The difference in negative pressure and pressure changed within range is due to pressure loss via the fittings between tubes and resistance or friction with the tube. Besides that, the negative pressure different caused by the 2.5% maximum error over 0 degree Celsius to 85 degree Celsius of the pressure sensor according to the datasheet. In addition, the readings in analog vacuum gauge are not precise enough when the values were taken directly.

Table 2 shows the comparison of different type of products for the specification of NPWT system. From the comparison, the NPWT system designed is able to generate the negative pressure from 0 to -200 mmHg which has the wider range of pressure than V.A.C.® Freedom and V1STA but same pressure range as PRO-II. The wide range of negative pressure provides user more negative pressure levels to be adjusted according to the need of patient. Moreover, a wide range of negative pressure eases the varying of pressure level between two different levels that provide a smooth transition. In this system, it only operates in continuous and variable modes of negative pressure without intermittent mode compare with other products because intermittent mode will cause pain to the patient. The hardware or components used for this NPWT system are DC micro vacuum pump, Arduino Uno R3 board, 1mL fluid drainage canister, pressure sensor IC, silicon tube and tube connector and others. The total expenses spend on this NPWT system cost about RM731.79 without fully packaging and much lower than the other products in market which cost RM70000 per unit in Malaysia. This designed system gradual reduces the cost and can be afforded by all patients that need the treatment and reduce the hospitalization days due to faster healing of using this NPWT system.

### Table 1: Negative pressure measurement difference between vacuum gauge and pressure sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PWM</th>
<th>Vacuum gauge (Kpa)</th>
<th>Pressure sensor (Kpa)</th>
<th>Differences (Kpa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Comparison specification of NPWT system in market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| KCI          | V.A.C.® Freedom | Negative Pressure: -50 to -200 mmHg  
Operation Mode: Continuous and Intermittent |
| Smith and Nephew | V1STA | Negative Pressure: -40 to -200 mmHg  
Operation Mode: Continuous and Intermittent |
| Prospera     | PRO-II       | Negative Pressure: 0 to -200 mmHg  
Operation Mode: Continuous, Intermittent and Variable |
| This System  |              | Negative Pressure: 0 to -200 mmHg  
Operation Mode: Continuous and Variable |

### CONCLUSION

In this study, a prototype of NPWT system is being designed and the cost is lower compared to other NPWT market product price. The negative pressure generated by this system is able to supply from 0 to -200 mmHg which is in the beneficial range of treatment. For future work, safety precaution is required to implement and system stabilization is need to improve to reduce pressure loss.
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